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Abstract: Two tutorial sessions for final users were planned for this period. EPSC in
September 2017, EGU in April 2018.
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Introduction
VESPA Training sessions for users, complementing those for data producers (through AO
and within beneficiaries) are planned and carried out for two major scientific conferences
with relevant Planetary Science presence: the EGU General Assembly and the European
Planetary Sciences Congress (EPSC). Both were gathering a large fraction of the solar and
planetary science community, and thus were particularly well-targeted opportunities for such
an event. New tutorials were added for these sessions.

1 Summary of the EPSC 2017 VESPA training session
The VESPA training session at the 2017 EPSC Conference was held on Thursday 21
September in Riga (Latvia). It lasted three and a half hours, with seventeen attendees from
several European countries. There were attendees from ESA, MPE and DLR in Deutschland,
KonKoly in Hungary, SwRI in the USA, IRF in Sweden, Romania and Russia. Several
VESPA beneficiaries from Paris and Toulouse (France) were present and assisted the
participants. After a general presentation of VESPA and a generic use case by Stéphane
Erard, VESPA Work Package Leader, it was proposed to attendees to work on several
tutorials available on-line, using different tools (AMDA, TopCat, 3Dview) or missions.
A general discussion on the persistence of metadata took place in parallel.
One of the attendees, after a tutorial using 3Dview, proposed several modifications in the
management of SPICE kernels, which were forwarded to the team responsible for the
development of 3DView.

Figure 1: S. Erard at the EPSC 2017 training session, introducing VESPA
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Figure 2: Attendees of the EPSC2017 VESPA training session

2 Summary of the EGU 2018 VESPA training session
The VESPA training session at the 2018 EGU General Assembly was held on Thursday 12th
April in Vienna (Austria). Several VESPA beneficiaries from France and Germany were
present.
This year, although the session was widely and well in advance advertised, there was again
only one attendee external to VESPA, like last year. The main factor identified, also based on
interaction with EGU/Copernicus staff, is the location of the session, in the lowermost level.
Sessions and splinters done in previous years in upper levels, regardless their size were much
more attended. In fact, as reported by several chairs, many delegates appear to be confused
and look for -2 rooms in the upper floor. Overall, the direction in the assigned (-2) floor is
suboptimal. Feedback to EGU has been submitted accordingly.
The session started at 8:30 with a general presentation of VESPA by Stéphane Erard. The
main fact is there are now 40 data services online, covering a wide range of fields in planetary
science, including PSA.
Then, Raymond Walker, from NASA/PDS made a presentation entitled “PDS4 training
exercise”, introducing the basics of PDS standards, including XML for PDS4, with a lot of
tutorials available on-line. Examples of labels, products, collections, bundles, inventories and
context products were given.
See https://pds.nasa.gov/pds4/training/
The planetary surface VO/GIS plugin and tutorial was presented and discussed with those
presents, including perspective. The software and documentation to be also complemented by
a freely available Linux virtual machine (user: debi // password: debidebi with the Qgis plugin
pre-installed1 can be accessed on the VESPA Tutorial GitHub page2, also linked from the
main VESPA wiki3.
1

https://github.com/epn-vespa/tutorials/blob/master/vo_qgis_plugin_2/vo-qgis-plugin-2.md
https://github.com/epn-vespa/tutorials
3
https://voparis-confluence.obspm.fr/display/VES/va-t6-tutorials
2
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Then attendees discussed several ways to increase the participation to tutorial sessions in
conferences, including the possibility to organise a shared booth at AGU 2018 in Washington
NASA/ESA (triple versus double) + IPDA + PDS + VESPA. The proposal has been well
received by the VESPA representatives and the topic will be discussed in upcoming IPDA
teleconferences.

3 Conclusion
It is clear that EPSC is the best target for the kind of tutorial session provided by VESPA.
After two years with very low attendance at EGU (2017, 2018), a new session proposal is not
considered high priority, and we will study in the following weeks complementary or
alternative solutions for a better attendance matched with a broader impact, including AGU.
At the same time, feedback to EGU/Copernicus is going to be provided in order to avoid
similar logistical solutions for the session room assignment.
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